Abstract: The Land Use Change Alert (LUCA) dataset was developed for effective and timely monitoring of global forest changes that are mostly associated with human activities. Near-real-time changes of forest land use are mapped at 0.05 ha minimum mapping unit for all forest types across the Earth's ecoregions, every two weeks. LUCA is based on Sentinel-1 cloud penetrating synthetic aperture radar (SAR) observations to circumvent limitations of optical imagery from pervasive cloud cover over forested areas globally, and especially in the tropics. The methodology is based on a combination of time-series change detection and machine learning analytics to achieve high accuracy of alerts across all ecoregions and landscapes globally with an average area-adjusted users and producers accuracy of 83% and 63%, respectively. The bi-weekly global alert maps capture forest clearing associated with deforestation and industrial timber harvesting, along with forest degradation associated with selective logging, fragmentation, fire, and roads. The product was developed and released publicly through Google Earth Engine to allow for the rapid assessment of land use change activities, quantifying patterns and processes driving forest change and dynamics across forest ecoregions. LUCA is designed to help monitor a variety of emission reduction programs at the local to regional scales and play a key role in implementing regulations on deforestation-free products.
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1. Background & Summary

Forest changes driven by land use activities associated with the expansion of grazing and agricultural land and timber harvest for fuels and wood products are the critical drivers of the global economy, a significant source of carbon emissions, and the main cause of habitat fragmentation, carbon emissions, and other negative environmental impacts [1]. The conversion of natural forests to other land uses has major impacts on the terrestrial carbon cycle, biodiversity, and livelihood of forest communities, as well as other ecosystem services such as water and energy [2–4]. In recent years, nation states under the Paris Agreement [5] and a large number of private companies and public-private coalitions have made commitments to reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD+) and to participating in a variety of carbon offset programs and regulations [6]. Although these regulations are currently focused on tropical deforestation, future climate mitigation policies to reduce carbon emissions from land use changes and the focus on nature-based solutions will eventually extend these regulations to cover entire global biomes, covering both domestic and export markets and supply chains [7]. Near-real-time monitoring of changes of forest land use, therefore, can contribute to implementing and enforcing these regulations and provide reliable data for timely interventions. Currently, several alert systems function at the local or regional levels through remote sensing data and optical and microwave satellite observations [8–12]. These alert systems have two distinct functions for
being used either as an early warning system to inform strategic and effective environmental responses and for the systematic evaluation of the outcomes of environmental interventions, impacts, and progress. Furthermore, by delivering time-sensitive information to decision makers and practitioners who use measures to reduce ecosystem destruction, the alert systems can support a variety of local and regional operational actions [13].

Remote sensing alert systems have improved substantially in recent years due to the availability of analysis-ready and calibrated satellite data in the cloud, machine learning algorithms, and AI-enabled analytics for big data processing. A few notable online platforms for detecting and tracking deforestation and for performing ad hoc analysis on a web-based platforms are Prodes [14], a deforestation tracking tool in the Brazilian Amazon developed by the Brazilian Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE); a platform created by the global forest watch [15]; and the new online platform launched by Brazilian MapBiomass in 2023 to map deforestation in Brazil (https://alerta.mapbiomas.org/, accessed on: 5 January 2024).

These platforms typically constitute a near-real-time forest land use change dataset usually derived from optical satellite data and a front end web application that allows ad hoc requests for extraction and analysis of user requests. However, traditional optical sensor sensitivity to cloud cover limits its applicability in regions with pervasive cloud cover throughout the year. The advent of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors was a game changer, as it allowed for the acquisition of images in almost all weather, enabling the detection of forest change in almost the same time as it occurs [12]. The launch of the Sentinel-1 satellites and the associated open data policy have been critical for the proliferation of near-real-time forest cover change monitoring via the use of a dense stack of cloud-penetrating radar images [8]. A few examples of radar-based near-real-time forest disturbance alerts include the radar for detecting deforestation (RADD) alert system [8] that is based on European Space Agency Sentinel-1 SAR images and operates in the humid tropics in 50 countries worldwide. The system developed by French Centre d’Etudes Spatiales de la Biosphere (CESBIO) [16] is another radar-based forest disturbance alert system. DETER-R [17] is another system that uses Sentinel-1 SAR images to detect forest cover change that was designed to complement the Brazilian DETER system. The JJ-FAST alert system developed by the Japanese Space Agency JAXA is based on an ALOS-PALSAR and PALSAR2 ScanSAR data and generates alerts in 75 countries in the tropics [18].

The utilization of Sentinel-1 SAR for global near-real-time forest monitoring covering all forest biomes, however, has been elusive due to radar signal fluctuations induced by seasonal changes in forest phenology, open canopy structure in dry and temperate forests, and snow cover freeze and thaw cycles in boreal forests. Therefore, existing radar-based large-scale forest cover change alert products have rarely ventured out of the humid tropics. In this regard, recent technical and scientific advances in the cloud computing of large remote sensing data [19] coupled with advances in machine learning have opened the door for expanding these near-real-time alerts from the humid tropics to the global scale by enabling the rapid detection of forest land use changes without explicitly mitigating the seasonality in the signal [12]. In this study, we expanded upon these innovations to demonstrate the first-of-its-kind, near-real-time forest land use change alert platform named Land Use Change Alert (LUCA), derived from Sentinel-1 SAR images globally in all forest biomes.

2. Methods

The Land Use Change Alert (LUCA) dataset was developed and made freely available at a 10 m pixel size. LUCA was built on Google Earth Engine [19], and forest land use change alerts were first made available starting 1 January 2018 and remain available to the present day at a minimum mapping unit of 0.05 ha. Here, we define forest as areas with a minimum of 15 percent tree cover and an average tree height of 5 m. We selected a 15% threshold to make sure the minimum forest area is equivalent to a Sentinel-1 pixel area, as the forest cover baseline was synthesized from a Landsat image. The main objective for
generating these alerts was to map forest land use changes caused by human activities and understand the drivers for these changes.

The general methodology for generating LUCA is shown in (Figure 1). We first preprocessed the Sentinel-1 images to the analysis-ready data (ARD) level [20]. Secondly, we engineered features to define the statistical properties of stable forest and then synthesized the reference labels and sample training dataset in different forest biomes and trained a machine learning model to derive forest and forest land use change probabilities. The derived forest and forest land use change probabilities were refined in a probabilistic approach [12], and forest land use change alerts were generated. Once the alerts were generated, a post-processing step was applied to remove noisy alerts and provide the final alerts at a minimum mapping unit of 0.05 ha, which are displayed in the online web app.
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**Figure 1.** The methodological flow chart for LUCA. The historical period is used to create a stable forest baseline of statistical features from 1 January 2016 up to 1 January 2018. Whereas, the monitoring period is used to retroactively detect forest land use change from 1 January 2018 until 15 January 2024.

2.1. Sentinel-1 SAR Images

We used a Sentinel-1 SAR ground range detected images in VV and VH polarizations in both ascending and descending orbits covering all major forest biomes globally from 1 January 2016 until 15 January 2024. The Sentinel-1 SAR images were acquired in the interferometric wideswath mode with a resolution of $5 \times 20$ m in the range and azimuth directions, respectively [21], and were processed for thermal noise removal, calibrated to sigma nought, and corrected for terrain using range Doppler terrain correction with a 10 m pixel size prior to being ingested into Google Earth Engine (GEE).

A total of 883,624 images in the ascending orbit and 974,913 images in the descending orbit were acquired globally between 1 January 2016–15 January 2024 to synthesize features and generate near-real-time forest land use change alerts.
2.2. Preprocessing

We created an ARD stack for the Sentinel-1 images in the VV and VH polarization for both the ascending and descending orbits separately. The Sentinel-1 ARD stack was created by applying outlier removal, border noise removal, radiometric terrain normalization, multi-temporal speckle filtering, and image normalization to the Sentinel-1 ground range product available on the GEE data catalog [20]. To that effect, we applied a Hampel filter [22] to remove extreme outliers. We also removed image border noise and artifacts by using the routine suggested in Mullissa et al., 2021 [20]. We applied radiometric terrain flattening by adopting the angular approach suggested by Vollrath et al., 2020, [23] and Hoekmann and Reiche 2015 [24]. We applied a multi-temporal adaptive speckle filtering framework suggested by Quegan and Yu 2001 [25] to reduce speckle prior to applying forest land use change detection algorithms. For quality assurance, we removed images containing rain cells in the tropics and images acquired during the freezing seasons in the northern latitudes prior to applying the forest land use change detection algorithms. We removed images acquired during the snow cover season, as snow significantly decreases the backscattered signal intensity which leads to significant increase in commission error.

2.3. Feature Engineering

We split the data into two parts, one being the historical period when the stable forest baseline was established (i.e., 1 January 2016 to 1 January 2018) and the other being the monitoring period when near-real-time alerts were generated (i.e, from 1 January 2018 to 15 January 2024) (Figure 1). To extract the stable forest statistical descriptors, we generated a pixel-wise median and standard deviation of the backscatter values in the stable forest historical period (i.e., 1 January 2016–1 January 2018) for the VV and VH polarizations separately. For the humid tropics, in the absence of seasonality, the best temporal feature to define is the dynamics of the stable forest signal (Figure 2), as it follows a Gaussian distribution and is the median and standard deviation of the signal [8]. The median is preferred to the mean, as it is more robust to outliers. In the dry tropics and temperate regions, the signal is affected by seasonality stemming from change in forest phenology, but in C-band radar such as Sentinel-1, in the leaf off season, there is significant interaction with the branches. Therefore, the seasonality pattern is much smaller than the effect of speckle, so the seasonality is not readily visible without aggregation over an area. In the presence of forest change, the scattering magnitude change in the resolution cell induces a significant decrease in the backscattered signal intensity. The decrease in the backscattered signal is much larger than the decrease in the leaf-off seasons. Therefore, the median and standard deviation remain good descriptors of stable deciduous forest dynamics. The median and standard deviation for both the VV and VH polarization in the historical period defining the stable forest baseline combined with the backscatter images in the monitoring period (i.e., 1 January 2018–15 January 2024) for both the VV and VH polarization sets the change detection configuration in a before-and-after change-detection scenario. In this regard, the applied machine learning algorithms learned to derive the probability of forest and non-forest from every image in the monitoring period as a function of the stable forest median backscatter signal intensities and the standard deviation of the backscatter signal intensity in the historical period.
Figure 2. The Sentinel-1 SAR backscatter time-series for different forest types. The tropical humid forests (shown in blue) do not show seasonality in the time-series, whereas the time-series from the tropical dry forests (green) show distinct seasonality that emanates from changes in the forest phenology. Boreal forests show strong seasonality caused by distinct freezing and thawing cycles within a year. The time-series is generated by aggregating a $10 \times 10$ pixel area.

2.4. Forest Land Use Change Detection

The general framework for near-real-time detection of forest land use change follows the methodology described in Mullissa et al. in 2023 [12]. We used the 2000 Hansen Global Forest Cover data with forest cover changes from 2000 to 2018 being removed [10] to define the stable forest baseline for 2018. The forest training samples were extracted from area’s within the forest baseline, whereas the non-forest samples were extracted from areas outside the forest baseline. We used a machine learning model to derive the pixel-wise probability of forest land use change for every new incoming image starting on 1 January 2018 combined with the stable forest descriptor features discussed in the previous section.

In tropical humid and dry forests (i.e., in South American, Central American, African, Asian, Southeast Asian, and Oceania regions shown in Figure 3), we used a parametric probabilistic model described in [26] to separately derive the VV and VH polarization pixel-wise probability of forest land use change for every new incoming image starting 1 January 2018 combined with the stable forest descriptor features for the VV and VH polarizations discussed in the previous section. This model generates the pixel-wise non-forest probability by parameterizing the forest and non-forest probability density functions in a data-driven manner for every pixel within the forest baseline. We did not perform de-seasonalization on the Sentinel-1 SAR time series in tropical dry forests, as the backscattered signal decrease during forest disturbance is lower than the signal variation induced by change in the forest phenology due to seasonality [12]. Therefore, forest land use change detection was performed directly on the Sentinel-1 SAR ARD stack without a separate de-seasonalization step.

In the temperate and boreal forests (i.e., in North America, Europe, and Eurasia in Figure 4), there exists strong seasonality (Figure 3) that emanates from freezing in the winter months that decreases the forest backscatter intensity values approximately by 6 dB. This makes it very challenging to differentiate a frozen forest from a forest land use change. Therefore, in the preprocessing step, we filtered out images covered by snow or ice in the winter months as a quality assurance step. To detect forest land use change in the remaining images, we randomly generated 30,000 samples from forests within the boundary of the forest baseline and 30,000 samples for the non-forest class from outside the forest baseline to train a separate random forest model [27] for the VV and VH polarization to obtain pixel
wise forest land use change probability. These samples were evenly distributed over North America, Europe, and Eurasia. Visual quality assurance was applied to these samples to maintain the quality of the training data. We trained the random forest model using 30 trees and a bag fraction of 0.5.

Figure 3. Validation reference sample locations for different sampling regions.
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Figure 4. Forest land use changes and activities detected by LUCA. (a) Small-holder-agriculture-driven deforestation around the city of Kisangani in the Congo basin. (b) Agriculture-driven deforestation in Brazil. (c) Logging road development and selective logging in Suriname. (d) Large-scale commodity-driven deforestation in Indonesia. (e) Land use activity due to logging in a managed forest in Poland. (f) Land use activity induced by wildfires in California, USA. The background image was extracted from Google Earth.

We fused the forest land use change probability derived from the machine learning models in the VV and VH polarization in all forest biomes with an AND condition [12] to derive the forest land use change probability. From this, we derived forest land use change alerts by following the Bayesian updating approach detailed in [12,28]. We used a forest land use change probability threshold of 0.6 to flag potential forest changes and a posterior probability threshold of 0.8 to detect the changes in high confidence. We used a 90-day interval to change the flagged potential changes to a high confidence alerts. Alerts failing to reach these thresholds within the 90 days were discarded. Finally, we post-processed the detected alerts into a minimum mapping unit of 0.05 ha by discarding detections that were smaller than 5 pixels (8 interconnected). This helped remove clutter from the detected alerts maintaining a granular appearance in the forest land use change alert product.

2.5. Validation

We assessed the accuracy of the generated alerts from 2018 to 2024 by using area-adjusted accuracy assessment as suggested in Olofsson et al. in 2014 [29] and Olofson et al. in 2020 [30]. These alerts were generated in an emulated near-real-time mode similar to other studies conducted in detecting near-real-time forest disturbance alerts [8]. We generated 450 samples in three strata using stratified random sampling in each geographic region of the world (Figure 3). These corresponded with South America, Central America, North America, Europe, Asia, Southeast Asia, Oceania, and Eurasia. We derived 150 random samples from the forest land use change strata and 300 random samples from the forest baseline and buffer area within a 200 m distance from alert pixels. The buffer areas were sampled to target the omission errors that occur in the proximity of detected forest land use changes. In the tropics, the reference labels were extracted visually from NICFI Planet monthly mosaic images. Whereas, we used National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) aerial ortho-images to extract the reference labels for North America and cloud-free Sentinel-2 multispectral images to collect reference labels for Europe and Eurasia. The bench mark forest cover map for 2018 was generated from the Landsat-based Hansen annual tree cover product [10], with forest cover changes before 2018 being removed using the forest cover loss layer in the same product. Some forest change events that happened before 2018 but were not included in the forest baseline dataset were detected by LUCA as new alerts in 2018. These events being actual alerts were not considered as a commission error but were removed from the accuracy assessment sampling. Samples
extracted from boundary pixels of large disturbance detections that were clearly shown in the higher resolution planet images were also discounted as commission errors.

We applied area weighting to the accuracy assessment to account for an unequal inclusion of probabilities, as the stratified sampling selected random samples that were substantially smaller than what were available in the detected alerts or forest cover baselines. The sample inclusion probabilities were generated based on the number of sample points and strata area. The inverse of the sample inclusion weights was used to construct an area-adjusted confusion matrix to compute the users’ and producers’ accuracy [31].

We applied temporal accuracy assessment to evaluate the timeliness of forest land use change detections. For this, we only selected samples that were verified as forest land use changes. The temporal accuracy was estimated by deriving the mean time lag (MTL) between the date the forest land use change was first observed in the reference image and the date LUCA first detected the forest land use change. Since the exact occurrence date of the forest land use change is not known, we adjusted the reference dates based on the time interval between the first image that showed the change and the previous image that showed no change [26], and we indicated the uncertainty due to the date adjustment.

3. Results

3.1. Forest Land Use Change Alerts

Forest land use change alerts for all forest biomes are provided through a Google Earth Engine app (https://ctrees.org/products/luca/map, accessed on: 5 January 2024). We delivered the date the Sentinel-1-based forest land use change alert was detected for each 10 m pixel that falls within the boundary of the 2018 forest cover baseline. A few examples of the detected forest land use changes and activities for a variety of drivers is shown in (Figure 4).

We detected a total of 108.76 mha of forest land use change area globally from 2018 to 2024, with 25.92% detected from South America, 30.45% from Africa, 7.54% from Southeast Asia, 4.32% from Central America, 14.38% from Asia, 1.62% from Oceania, 7.56% from North America, 5.69% from Europe, and 2.46% from Eurasia. More than half of the total global deforestation was detected from South America and Africa. In these regions, small size changes (<1 ha) accounted for 14.14% and 23.73% of the total change detected in South America and Africa, respectively. Whereas, medium-sized (1–5 ha) forest land use changes accounted for 16.09% and 25.52% and large changes (>5 ha) accounted for 69.77% and 47.74% in South America and Africa, respectively. The small-sized changes were driven by selective logging of commercially valuable trees for timber production and the roads constructed to access them. The medium and large sized land use changes were driven by agricultural expansions and large-scale logging. From these, some of the detected changes started as small-sized (<1 ha) events that expanded in area to be large-sized change mostly due to agricultural and logging expansion.

In the tropics, the detected tropical forest land use change revealed a distinct seasonality in deforestation corresponding with the dry and wet seasons in those regions. For example, in the Democratic Republic of Congo, there were two distinct wet seasons per year which showed decreased deforestation and two dry seasons with increased deforestation activity (Figure 5), whereas in Brazil, there was a single wet season when deforestation subsided and a single dry season when deforestation increased. In Indonesia, the deforestation increase in 2018 and 2019 was linked to the dry season, with deforestation generally subsiding after 2020. Deforestation rates subside in most part of the tropics during the wet seasons due to difficulties in accessing the forests making logging activities more challenging [32].
Figure 5. Seasonality of the forest land use changes detected from LUCA in Brazil, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Indonesia.

3.2. Validation Results

The accuracy assessment yielded high results in all continents Table 1. The alerts in general had low commission error (1 − user accuracy), a higher omission error (1 − producer accuracy) compared to the commission error, and a relatively low time lag between detection of changes with the actual date of change. The continents containing tropical humid and dry forests (i.e., Africa, Southeast Asia, Asia, Central America and South America) achieved the highest user and producer accuracy, suggesting accurate detection of forest land use changes with areas equivalent to the minimum mapping unit or larger.

Table 1. User and producer accuracy and adjusted mean time lag (MTL) for the LUCA alerts from 1 January 2018 to 15 January 2024 from the respective sampled regions shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>User Accuracy</th>
<th>Producer Accuracy</th>
<th>Adjusted MTL (Days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>235.12 ± 7.5 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>68.75 ± 7.5 (95%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>71.1 ± 7.5 (95%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>48.8 ± 7.5 (95%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asia</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>39.6 ± 7.5 (95%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>50.5 ± 7.5 (95%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>56.16 ± 7.5 (95%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>133.04 ± 7.5 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurasia</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>139.79 ± 7.5 (90%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The temperate region had more omission error due to the modality of forest land use activity that involved partial clearing after logging, which exacerbated omission error in these regions. The boreal forests especially in the northern part of Alaska, Finland, and Siberia contained more commission error induced by the remaining snow covered forest canopies, which were falsely detected as a forest land use change.

Analyzing alert events that were identified as commission errors, we identified two main sources of commission error. These were errors in the forest baseline layer that was used to make the alerts and seasonal flooding. In the case of omission errors, we identified three main sources of omission errors. The first source being the small changes in the backscattered radar signal that results from thinning of forest canopy, disturbance events with undamaged under-story caused by fire, etc., which did not allow for detection with high confidence. The second source of omission errors was backscattered radar signal
intensity from incomplete clearing of deforested plots closely resembling an intact forest; therefore, the computed forest land use change probabilities did not exceed the detection threshold. The third source of omission was an increase in moisture due to precipitation after the forest land use change events that increased the radar backscatter intensity to the pre-change level.

The estimated MTL of forest land use change varied in different regions. The tropical regions generally showed lower MTL values (Table 1) than did the temperate and boreal regions. In all regions, clear cut deforestation events were detected within \( \approx 20 \) days, whereas changes related to incomplete clearing and degradation events took longer to be detected, thereby increasing the reported MTL values. Furthermore, in boreal forests, the snow cover images that were discarded further increased the MTL values for these regions, as no forest land use change detection took place within the freezing period, which generally lasted for months (Table 1).

3.3. Comparison with Other Forest Disturbance Alert Products

To evaluate the performance of LUCA in the tropics, we compared it with the RADD [8] and GLAD [32] forest disturbance alerts and the Hansen global forest loss dataset [10]. The good performance of the LUCA alert was clearly demonstrated in different forest biomes under a variety of forest land use change drivers (Figures 6 and 7). In the humid tropics, LUCA was effective in detecting forest land use changes relating to clear cut deforestation (Figure 6a,e,i,m) associated with logging and agricultural expansions, whereas the RADD alerts [8] was more effective in detecting the degradation related to selective logging and logging road development. This was more evident in countries like Gabon, where logging is the primary driver of degradation and deforestation (Figure 6e,f).

To compare the performance of different alerts, we calculated the detected annual forest land use change area for the LUCA, RADD, and GLAD alerts and for the Hansen global forest loss dataset in the Democratic republic of Congo and Brazil from 2020 to 2023. LUCA (Figure 8) detected a significantly higher number of forest land use changes than did GLAD, further highlighting the importance of radar-based alerts in overcoming the pervasive cloud cover found in tropical regions. LUCA also detected higher deforestation rate than did RADD, indicating that LUCA’s coverage of all forest biomes enables it to detect more forest land use change activities than do the existing alerts that focus only on primary humid forests.

Comparing the effectiveness of the alerts in early detection of forest land use changes, we randomly selected 20 change events in 2021 to visually compare the day the changes were first detected. LUCA detected change events on average 10 days later than did the RADD alerts and 43 days earlier than did the GLAD alerts. For clear cut deforestation, both LUCA and RADD detected forest land use change events on the same dates, and the main difference was observed on the detection of forest degradation events such as selective logging. The GLAD alerts detected change events much later than did the LUCA and RADD alerts, indicating cloud cover plays a significant role in the late detection or omission of alerts.

Outside of the humid tropics, we compared LUCA with the Hansen global forest loss dataset for cumulative disturbance in 2021 [10], as both the RADD and GLAD alerts do not cover these regions. In this regard, LUCA clearly detected forest land use changes with different drivers. These ranged from large-area-agriculture and cattle-ranging-driven forest land use changes in Paraguay to small-scale-agriculture-driven events and logging activities in Myanmar Figure 7a,c. In temperate and boreal forests, LUCA also detected a variety of logging activities in managed forests in Georgia, USA, and Sweden Figure 7e–h. As shown in Figure 7, LUCA clearly revealed the extent of forest land use conversion and land use activities in these regions.
Figure 6. Cumulative forest land use change detection comparison between the LUCA (this study, on the left column), RADD [8] (second from the left column), and GLAD [32] (second from the right column) alert datasets and the Hansen global forest loss data [10] (right column) in 2021. (a–d) Small-holder-agriculture-driven deforestation. (e–h) Selective logging and logging road development. (i–l) Logging expansion (m–p). Large-scale-agriculture-driven deforestation. The background image was extracted from Google Earth.
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Figure 7. Cumulative forest land use change detection comparison between LUCA (this study, on the left column) and the Hansen forest cover loss dataset [10] (right column) in 2021. (a,b) Large-scale-commodity-agriculture-driven deforestation in Paraguay (c,d). Small-holder-agriculture-driven deforestation in Myanmar (e,f). Logging activity in a plantation forest in Georgia, USA (g,h). Logging activity in boreal forests in Sweden. The background image was extracted from Google Earth.
Figure 8. Comparison of detected forest land use change areas from 2020 to 2023 between LUCA (this study), RADD alerts [8], GLAD alerts [32], and the Hansen global forest loss data [10] in (a) Brazil and (b) the Democratic Republic of Congo. Area is reported in millions of hectares.

4. Discussion

LUCA provided forest land use change alerts in unprecedented detail globally and in all forest biomes at a high accuracy. LUCA’s forest definition at 15% tree cover density enabled alerts to be detected in areas that are not normally monitored by existing forest change alerts. The key advantage of LUCA is the near-real-time detection of forest land use changes in all biomes that existing alerts clearly did not provide. The Hansen global forest loss dataset operates in all forest biomes; however, the detected changes are cumulatively reported for the whole year, which does not allow for the near-real-time component in the detection. This property is clearly seen in detection’s that were omitted in one year that were subsequently detected in the following year.

We selected a 15% threshold to minimize commission errors in the alerts by excluding large areas of non-forest covers, especially around the edge of forests, in savanna and woodland areas, and in urban areas. Furthermore, the Landsat 10% tree cover threshold includes large areas of crops and home gardens and shrub-dominated areas in savanna and dry or grassland areas. As a result, the confidence level for selecting the 10% threshold of tree cover for 30 m Landsat pixels is very low. The selection of a 15% forest density threshold to synthesize the forest baseline minimized the commission errors introduced within the alerts.

Generally, the LUCA alerts had a high user accuracy, indicating low commission errors in all biomes. This can be attributed to the probability fusion module implemented for both the VV and VH polarization that determines that forest land use change events that are detected should have high probability in both VV and VH polarizations. Therefore, it was effective in detecting deforestation involving complete clearing of an area. In regions involving tropical forest degradation and logging, it had a higher omission error compared to other radar alerts such as the RADD alerts. This omission was caused by a combination of factors relating to the partial clearing of trees during logging, systematic thinning of a forest cover during logging, and increased moisture in the ground after deforestation that raised the backscattered signal intensity to pre-deforestation levels. The stringent requirement for LUCA to detect alerts in both VV and VH polarization to have high confidence in the detected alerts also contributed to the omission errors detected in the accuracy assessment. The low minimum mapping unit (0.05 ha) in the alerts enabled LUCA to detect more forest land use changes compared to other near-real-time forest disturbance alert products.

LUCA provided forest land use change alerts in unprecedented detail and accuracy globally (Figure 4); however, some limitations resulting from the implemented radiometric
terrain correction and shadow-masking algorithm could be readily observed in mountainous regions in the Andes and Alps, which were displayed as false detection’s on the shadow side of mountains. The low commission error of LUCA makes it a valuable tool for policy and law enforcement. As most near-real-time forest change alerts are designed to alert for new forest changes, the area derived from these alerts data may not accurately show the actual forest disturbance area. However, the derived alert areas can provide a valuable insight into the spatial and temporal trends. In this regard, the comparison with different near-real-time alerts provided a clear insight in the detection and reporting capability of LUCA (Figure 8).

Using the LUCA near-real-time forest land use change alerts, researchers could describe the spatial distribution of forest land use conversions with the time the conversion was first detected. The dense temporal cadence of the alerts further enables the usage of this data for law enforcement purposes to fight illegal deforestation. The existence of snow in the high latitudes decreases the capability of this product to detect forest land use changes in near-real-time, as most images are discarded in the winter season due to snow cover. Therefore, we advise caution when using the alerts in far northern latitudes. Finally, the generated forest land use change alerts do not contain attributions indicating drivers of forest change. The detected forest land use changes are mostly land use changes driven by human activities; however, some detected forest changes may constitute a land use activity without necessarily changing the land use from forest to non-forest (Figure 4e–f). Furthermore, the alerts do not differentiate between man-made land use activities and natural processes such as flooding, wind, and fire. Therefore, we advise caution when inferring deforestation and estimating area from this product. The area of forest land use change can be directly estimated from the visualization app using country-to-district level global administrative boundaries and custom user-defined areas provided to the system by the user in GeoJSON text format. This feature improves the usability of the data for users without a GIS background.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we developed global near-real-time forest land use change alerts based on Sentinel-1 SAR and machine learning, at a 10 m pixel size and a 0.05 ha minimum mapping unit. This product detects forest land use changes in all forest biomes in unprecedented detail and accuracy. This openly accessible dataset is expected to allow for the rapid assessment of deforestation and degradation, estimation of emissions for carbon policies and market, and an understanding of the drivers of change and dynamics of forest ecosystems. In future, we will work to (1) incorporate L-band SAR images from the NISAR [33] mission that is planned to be launched in late 2024 to increase the near-real-time detection capability of the alerts, (2) improve the detection methodology to minimize the omission errors reported in this work, (3) improve the accuracy and forest extent definition of the forest baseline that is used to define forested areas in this work, and (4) incorporate an alert attribution to understand the drivers of forest land use change.
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